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The basolateral amygdala (BLA) is believed to be involved in
schizophrenia, depression, and other disorders that display
affective components. The neuronal activity of the BLA, and
BLA-mediated affective behaviors, are driven by sensory stimuli
transmitted in part from sensory association cortical regions.
These same behaviors may be regulated by prefrontal cortical
(PFC) inputs to the BLA. However, it is unclear how two sets of
glutamatergic inputs to the BLA can impose opposing actions
on BLA-mediated behaviors; specifically, it is unclear how PFC
inputs exert inhibitory actions over BLA projection neurons.
Dopamine (DA) receptor activation enhances BLA-mediated
behaviors. Although we have demonstrated that DA sup-
presses medial PFC inputs to the BLA and enhances sensory
cortical inputs, the precise cellular mechanisms for its actions
are unknown. In this study we use in vivo intracellular record-
ings to determine the means by which glutamatergic inputs

from the PFC inhibit BLA projection neurons, contrast that with
glutamatergic inputs from the association sensory cortex (Te3)
that drive BLA projection neurons, and examine the effects of
DA receptor activation on neuronal excitability, spontaneous
postsynaptic potentials (PSPs), and PFC-evoked PSPs. We
found that PFC stimulation inhibits BLA projection neurons by
three mechanisms: chloride-mediated hyperpolarization, a per-
sistent decrease in neuronal input resistance, and shunting of
PSPs; all effects are possibly attributable to recruitment of
inhibitory interneurons. DA receptor activation enhanced neu-
ronal input resistance by a postsynaptic mechanism (via DA D2
receptors), suppressed spontaneously occurring and PFC-
evoked PSPs (via DA D1 receptors), and enhanced Te3-evoked
PSPs.
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Cortical inputs to the basolateral amygdala (BLA) are believed to
regulate amygdala-mediated behaviors. Sensory cortical areas
drive amygdala-mediated behaviors in response to sensory stimuli
laden with affective value (LeDoux et al., 1990; Campeau and
Davis, 1995; Uwano et al., 1995; Armony et al., 1997; Poremba et
al., 1998), whereas prefrontal cortical (PFC) areas suppress some
of these behaviors (Al Maskati and Zbrozyna, 1989; Zbrozyna
and Westwood, 1991; Jaskiw and Weinberger, 1992; Morgan and
LeDoux, 1995; Dias et al., 1996; Jinks and McGregor, 1997).
Using extracellular recording techniques, we have demonstrated
previously (Rosenkranz and Grace, 2001) that PFC inputs excite
inhibitory interneurons of the BLA (composed of the lateral
nucleus, basal nucleus, and accessory basal nucleus) (Alheid et
al., 1995), and this may be a mechanism by which the PFC
regulates BLA output and thus suppresses BLA-mediated behav-
iors. However, inputs from sensory association cortical areas
(Te3, entorhinal and perirhinal cortices) also activate interneu-
rons and produce inhibition (Lang and Pare, 1997, 1998; Szinyei
et al., 2000; Rosenkranz and Grace, 2001), but instead of sup-
pression of BLA-mediated behaviors, these inputs appear to
drive them. Inhibition may be used to completely suppress output
of projection neurons, or it may be able to increase the fidelity of

projection neuron firing in response to an input (Hata et al., 1988;
Nelson et al., 1994; Vidyasagar et al., 1996; Shevelev et al., 1998;
Anderson et al., 2001). On a cellular level, this may appear as
cortically evoked feedforward inhibition that excludes projection
neuron firing, or as excitation followed by inhibition, respectively
(Freund and Buzsaki, 1996; Chung and Ferster, 1998; Anderson
et al., 2000). Functionally, the former completely suppresses BLA
output in a time-locked manner, whereas the latter sharpens, or
tunes, the transmitted signal. To understand the mechanism by
which glutamatergic PFC and sensory association cortical inputs
implement distinct behavioral actions, the effects of the inputs on
BLA neuronal membrane potential and excitability should be
examined. In this paper, we have examined the means by which
PFC stimulation inhibits BLA neuronal firing while sensory cor-
tical stimulation drives it.

Dopamine (DA) receptor activation alters neuronal activity in
a complex manner via effects on afferents as well as seemingly
opposing effects on somatodendritic conductances (Cepeda et al.,
1993; Geijo-Barrientos and Pastore, 1995; Yang and Seamans,
1996; Flores-Hernandez et al., 1997; Behr et al., 2000). However,
from a functional standpoint, this modulation of afferents and
somatic excitability may in fact be complementary. We have
demonstrated previously that DA receptor activation attenuates
PFC inputs to the BLA while enhancing sensory cortical inputs
(Rosenkranz and Grace, 2001). Thus, the overall effect of DA is
the removal of PFC-induced suppression of neuronal output and
enhanced activity driven by sensory cortical inputs. Furthermore,
DA receptor activation increases the firing rate of local inhibitory
interneurons, inhibiting BLA projection neurons (Ben-Ari and
Kelly, 1976; Spehlmann and Norcross, 1984; Rosenkranz and
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Grace, 1999) and perhaps decreasing spurious responses of BLA
projection neurons. Thus, via seemingly opposing effects on in-
puts, BLA interneurons, and projection neurons, DA may in fact
aid in the coordination of an affective response to a sensory
stimulus. Although DA appears to exert such actions on a behav-
ioral level (Willick and Kokkinidis, 1995; Borowski and Kokkini-
dis, 1996; Harmer et al., 1997; Lamont and Kokkinidis, 1998;
Guarraci et al., 1999; Nader and LeDoux, 1999; See et al., 2001),
the cellular mechanisms and receptor pharmacology that underlie
this modulation are unclear. Here we have examined the effects of
DA receptor manipulations on neuronal excitability and sponta-
neously occurring as well as cortically evoked postsynaptic poten-
tials (PSPs), using in vivo intracellular recordings to further
elucidate the sites at which DA exerts its actions. A portion of
these results have been published previously in abstract form
(Rosenkranz and Grace, 2000).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Eticlopride, apomorphine, quinpirole, SKF-81297, and SKF-
38393 were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and dissolved in 0.9%
saline to a concentration of 0.5, 1.0, or 3.0 mg/ml. Haloperidol was a
generous gift from McNeil Laboratories (Spring House, PA); it was
dissolved in dilute lactic acid and then diluted further with 0.9% saline to
a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml.

Animal preparation. All procedures were performed in accordance
with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals and were approved by the University of Pittsburgh
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Male Sprague Dawley
rats (250–410 gm weight) were housed in pairs in a temperature-
controlled environment with a 12 hr on/off light /dark schedule. Food and
water were available ad libitum. Rats were anesthetized with an initial
injection of 8% chloral hydrate (400 mg/kg, i.p.). Supplemental anesthe-
sia (8% chloral hydrate) was delivered via a lateral tail-vein catheter as
necessary to maintain suppression of hindlimb withdrawal reflex. Rats
were placed on a temperature-controlled heating pad (Heater VL-20F;
Fintronics, Orange, CT) and their temperature was monitored (Precision
Thermometer 4600; Yellow Springs Instruments, Yellow Springs, CO)
and maintained at �37°C. The rats were placed in a stereotaxic device
(Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA), and incisions were made in the scalp
to expose the skull. Burr holes were drilled and the dura was removed
overlying the BLA and medial PFC (mPFC) or Te3. Coordinates were
determined using a stereotaxic atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 1997), as
follows: BLA, �5.0 lateral, �3.3 caudal from bregma; mPFC (prelimbic /
infralimbic cortex), �0.7 lateral, �2.2 to �3.0 rostral from bregma; Te3,
�6.0 lateral, �2.2 rostral from the interaural line. Concentric bipolar
stimulating electrodes (Rhodes Medical Instruments, Inc., obtained from
Kopf Instruments) were lowered into the mPFC or Te3 (at the coordi-
nates listed above) to a depth of 5.0 mm. Experiments started no earlier
than 45 min after stimulating electrode placement. Neurons were re-
corded from the lateral and basal nuclei of the amygdala.

Intracellular recordings. Electrodes were constructed using borosilicate
glass tubing (1.5 mm outer diameter, 0.84 mm inner diameter; World
Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) pulled with a Flaming–Brown mi-
cropipette puller (model P-80/PC; Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA).
Electrodes were filled with 2% biocytin in 3 M potassium acetate (Sigma).
Impedances were measured in situ and ranged from 45 to 100 M�.
Electrodes were slowly lowered to the BLA via a hydraulic micromanip-
ulator (model 640, Kopf Instruments). A stimulator (Grass S88; Grass
Instruments, Quincy, MA) in series with an intracellular recording
amplifier (IR-283; Neuro Data Instruments, New York, NY) and a
stimulus isolation unit (PSIU6; Grass Instruments) was used to deliver
pulses of constant DC (150 msec, 0.07 nA). Electric potentials were
monitored visually with an oscilloscope (Hitachi V134; Hitachi, Tokyo,
Japan) and a multimeter (model 179A; Keithley, Cleveland, OH) and
audially with a Grass AM5 audio monitor (Grass Instruments). Data
were fed to a PC, monitored using custom-designed software (Neuro-
scope), and stored on a hard disk for analysis offline. Data were also
digitized (Neuro-corder DR-484; Neuro Data Instruments) and saved on
video tapes using a videocassette recorder (Panasonic AG-1280; Pana-
sonic, Secaucus, NJ). At the completion of experiments, neurons were
hyperpolarized with negative current to below spike threshold, and

positive DC pulses (0.1–1.0 nA, 250 msec, 2 Hz) were used to eject
biocytin from the electrode. Rats were perfused transcardially with
0.85% cold saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer. Brains were removed, stored in the perfusion fixative, and then
cryoprotected in a 25% sucrose 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution. Brains
were sliced on a freezing microtome into 60- to 80-�m-thick sections and
labeled for biocytin using the Vectastain Elite avidin–biotin complex
peroxidase kit (Vector Laboratories Inc., Burlingame, CA). Sections
were counterstained with a custom mixture of cresyl violet and neutral
red stains, and stimulating electrode and recording electrode placements
were identified as described previously (Rosenkranz and Grace, 2001).

Data collection and analysis. After collection of several minutes of
baseline data, DC pulses were injected into the neurons (�0.02–1.2 nA;
250–350 msec; 0.2–0.4 Hz). Hyperpolarizing pulses were used to deter-
mine the input resistance of the neurons. In some experiments the mPFC
or Te3 was stimulated (0.7–1.2 mA; 0.3 msec; Grass S88 stimulator; Grass
PSIU6 stimulus isolation unit) at the last 100 msec of the DC pulse to
examine the effects of membrane potential on evoked PSPs. For data
analysis, a stimulation intensity of 0.7 mA was used for comparisons
because it was consistently below action-potential threshold at resting
membrane potentials and it evoked responses that were �50–75% of
maximum PSP amplitude. Drugs were administered intravenously, and
the above procedure was repeated.

Mean resting membrane potential was determined from 30 sec sam-
pling periods, and action potentials were eliminated from this analysis.
Neuronal input resistance was determined from the voltage deflections
resulting from injection of DC pulses. Only hyperpolarizing DC pulses
were used for this analysis, and only the linear portion of the plot was
included to determine input resistance. In addition, the input resistance
was determined only from traces that displayed no co-occurring mem-
brane fluctuations/PSPs. The peak amplitude of stimulus-evoked PSPs
was examined as a function of membrane potential. The peak amplitude
was defined as the largest difference from prestimulus baseline in the
absence of coincident spontaneous PSPs. The peak latency was measured
from the time of stimulation. Action-potential threshold was defined as
the onset of the rapid transition in membrane potential at the initiation
of the spike. The amplitude of the action potential was the voltage
difference between the threshold and the action-potential peak. The
duration of action potentials was measured as the time between action-
potential initiation at spike threshold and the return to baseline preced-
ing the afterhyperpolarization, if present. The membrane potential cal-
culated during intracellular recording was adjusted based on the
difference obtained after withdrawal of the electrode from the neuron
after the recording. In an attempt to quantify spontaneously occurring
PSPs, the SD of the membrane potential was quantified [similar to Pare
et al. (1998)]. The SD of the mean membrane potential was calculated
from 30 sec epochs. Action potentials were removed from this analysis if
they were observed in the 30 sec epoch by setting a cutoff at action-
potential threshold. To examine the effect of membrane potential on SD,
15 sec epochs were used while the neuron was directed to different
membrane potentials with constant intracellular current injection. The
normalized SD (SD at given membrane potential / largest SD measured
for that neuron) was plotted against membrane potential and fit with a
linear function. The reversal potential was extrapolated to the x-intercept
of this plot. Using similar methods, the reversal potentials of components
of evoked and spontaneous PSPs were examined. Neurons were excluded
from analysis if their action potentials did not overshoot a 0 mV mem-
brane potential or if they were less polarized than �55 mV. Paired t tests
were used to examine the effects of drugs on resting membrane potential,
SD, action-potential parameters, firing rate, and PSP amplitude. For all
other analyses, t tests on grouped data or Pearson correlations were used.
If data did not fit a normal distribution, a Mann–Whitney U test was
used. For post hoc comparisons, Bonferroni corrections of p values were
performed.

RESULTS
Basic electrophysiological properties of BLA neurons
All recordings were obtained from neurons of the lateral or basal
nuclei of the BLA. No differences in the physiological properties
were observed, except as noted. Projection neurons of the BLA
could be distinguished from interneurons based on morphology,
longer action-potential duration, and the ability to be antidromi-
cally activated (Washburn and Moises, 1992; Rainnie et al., 1993;
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Sugita et al., 1993; Gaudreau and Pare, 1996). Using a mixture of
these criteria, a total of 139 neurons were categorized as projec-
tion neurons and were located in the BLA. When recovered, the
projection neurons had morphologies consistent with previously
described BLA projection neurons (McDonald, 1985; Washburn
and Moises, 1992; Rainnie et al., 1993; Sugita et al., 1993), as
determined by biocytin labeling (n � 9). They were typically
pyramidal-like or oblong neurons, most of which displayed a
primary dendrite (Fig. 1). When secondary dendrites were filled,
dendritic spines were observed. Some of the recorded neurons
could be antidromically activated from mPFC stimulation (in that
the action potentials exhibited constant latency and arose directly
from the resting membrane potential with no evidence of an
underlying EPSP, and followed 300 Hz stimulation when tested)
(Fig. 1). In addition, these neurons displayed electrophysiological
characteristics similar to projection neurons described previously
(Washburn and Moises, 1992; Rainnie et al., 1993; Sugita et al.,
1993). This consisted of action potentials with a duration of 2.1 �
0.06 msec (mean � SEM), 69.0 � 0.8 mV amplitude, a slow firing
rate of 0.09 � 0.04 Hz (range, 0–0.62 Hz), and a hyperpolarized
mean membrane potential (�78.4 � 0.9 mV). These projection
neurons also had a mean action-potential threshold of �55.8 �
mV and input resistances of 38.9 � 1.4 M� (ranging from 15.9 to
79.6 M�) (Fig. 1). Most projection neurons displayed clear spike
accommodation in response to suprathreshold depolarizing cur-
rent injection (97 of 114 neurons tested), and delayed rectification
of the membrane potential in response to hyperpolarizing current
pulses was observed in a subset of neurons.

The level of spontaneous membrane fluctuations varied dra-
matically between BLA neurons; some displayed little fluctua-
tion, whereas others displayed activity reminiscent of the bistable
membrane states observed in cortical and striatal neurons (Ste-

riade et al., 1993; Wilson, 1993; O’Donnell and Grace, 1995; Stern
et al., 1997), with transitions of close to 10 mV. However, unlike
the bistable neurons of the striatum, BLA neurons were not truly
bistable. Thus, although membrane depolarizations were ob-
served, the membrane potential of these plateaus varied in an
almost continuous nature, stable plateaus were rare, and the
duration was highly variable (Fig. 2). The frequency and magni-
tude of membrane potential fluctuations in the BLA neurons can
be roughly estimated with the SD of the membrane potential
(Pare et al., 1998). The mean SD was 2.69 � 0.13 mV, and ranged
from 0.58 to 7.10. These fluctuations may be attributable to
barrages of PSPs, intrinsic subthreshold oscillations, or a combi-
nation of the two. There appeared to be little or no effect of
membrane voltage (�120 to �70 mV) on the frequency of these
oscillations, whereas the amplitude was sensitive to the membrane
potential (Fig. 2), indicating that the occurrence of these fluctu-
ations is not attributable to intrinsic oscillations of the membrane
potential (Pare et al., 1995) but is probably synaptic in nature.
Under the assumption that the SD approaches zero near the
reversal potential of the membrane fluctuations represented by
the SD, additional evidence that these membrane fluctuations are
attributable to synaptic potentials is derived from extrapolation
of the reversal potential of the normalized SD as a function of
membrane potential (Fig. 2) (n � 14 neurons). The reversal
potential was extrapolated to �23 mV (using the linear portion of
the plot of SD as a function of membrane potential and non-
normalized data), consistent with PSPs. To further validate this
possibility, the amplitudes of large spontaneous PSPs were mea-
sured over varying membrane potentials and analyzed as a func-
tion of membrane potential. The reversal potential was extrapo-
lated to �25 mV. In addition, the difference between the mean
membrane potential and the resting membrane potential was

Figure 1. BLA projection neurons. Projec-
tion neurons of the BLA can be identified
by antidromic activation (A), demonstrated
by constant response latency (top, arrow 1)
in the absence of a PSP (top, arrow 2), and
by the ability to follow high-frequency stim-
ulation (A, bottom). The excitability of
these neurons can be estimated by mem-
brane deflections in response to intracellu-
lar current injection (B, projection neuron;
C, interneuron), yielding a measurement of
input resistance (D, black circles, projection
neurons, 32 M�; white circles, interneurons,
46 M�). Also note that projection neurons
display spike accommodation, whereas in-
terneurons of the BLA do not (B, C), and
interneurons exhibit shorter duration ac-
tion potentials (E, bottom trace) when com-
pared with projection neurons (E, top
trace). Neurons identified post hoc had mor-
phologies consistent with projection neu-
rons ( F); Scale bar, 20 �m.
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plotted as a function of the resting membrane potential (the
reversal potential was extrapolated to �36 mV) (Fig. 2F, inset).
Thus, the magnitude of the spontaneous fluctuations decreased
with depolarizing membrane potentials, consistent with a reduc-
tion of driving force for spontaneous PSPs. However, it should be
noted that in two neurons depolarization above approximately
�60 mV resulted in fast (�10 Hz) oscillations similar to oscilla-
tions reported previously (Pape et al., 1998). Only a weak, insig-
nificant correlation between the SD of the membrane potential
and the input resistance was seen here (Pearson r2 � 0.03; p �
0.05) (Fig. 2), indicating that our measurement of input resistance
was not dependent on the level of synaptic activity.

Fewer neurons that fit the classification of interneurons were
successfully recorded (n � 6). These neurons displayed shorter
duration action potentials (1.1 � 0.1 msec), less polarized resting
membrane potentials (�66.0 � 3.6), a spike threshold closer to
the resting membrane potential (�61 � 2 mV), nonaccommodat-
ing spike trains in response to depolarizing current injection, and
a tendency toward larger input resistance values (46 � 12 M�).
The spontaneous membrane fluctuations at resting membrane
potentials could not be accurately measured because of the sig-
nificantly higher frequency of action-potential discharge (2.2 �
0.9 Hz, p � 0.05 t test t � 8.1) that was often followed by

long-duration hyperpolarizations that may be afterhyperpolariz-
ing potentials and/or feedback-collateral inhibition.

Properties of Te3- and PFC-evoked PSPs
As may be expected based on behavioral evidence (see the
introductory remarks) and as extrapolated from our previous
extracellular recording studies (Rosenkranz and Grace, 2001),
there were dramatic differences between the PFC- and Te3-
evoked actions.

Stimulation of the mPFC resulted in PSPs with an amplitude
that was dependent on stimulus intensity (Fig. 3). At resting
membrane potentials, the response was a depolarizing potential
(6.5 � 0.8 mV; n � 39; peak latency, 29.4 � 1.5 msec) that was
sometimes followed by a longer duration hyperpolarization. How-
ever, it became evident that the initial depolarizing potential was
not excitatory in nature when the membrane potential was di-
rected to less polarized potentials using intracellular current
injection (Fig. 3). Thus, at depolarized membrane potentials
(typically less than �60 mV), PFC stimulation resulted in a
hyperpolarization of the membrane potential. The reversal po-
tential of the first component was �66.6 mV (n � 39), consistent
with a GABA-activated chloride conductance (Fig. 3). The sec-
ond component was typically of a small magnitude and could not

Figure 2. Spontaneous activity of BLA projection neurons.
BLA neurons display spontaneous membrane deflections (A)
that can be estimated by the SD of the membrane potential (SD
is 2.8 mV in this case); this SD can be demonstrated by a
histogram of the time spent at a given membrane potential (B).
The fluctuations are not systematically associated with input
resistance (C), but the amplitude is dependent on the mem-
brane potential (D) (also note the reversal of many PSPs near
�65 mV, as demonstrated by hyperpolarizing PSPs), as indi-
cated by a plot of normalized SD as a function of membrane
potential ( E) (group data, n � 14). This indicates that the
fluctuations are likely to reflect spontaneous inputs. The inset in
E plots the difference between the mean membrane potential
and the resting membrane potential in several neurons (n � 14)
as a function of membrane potential. Voltages listed beside
intracellular traces are the resting membrane potentials.
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be measured accurately; however, it appeared to reverse between
�90 and �100 mV, consistent with a potassium conductance. In
some instances, a depolarizing potential (8.3 � 1.6 mV at resting
membrane potentials; peak latency, 19.9 � 1.5 msec; 0.7 mA
stimulation) could be seen preceding (n � 3 of 39 neurons; all 3
neurons in the lateral nucleus) or within (n � 6 of 39 neurons) the
initial, presumably GABAergic, hyperpolarizing potential. This
small depolarizing potential did not reverse over the membrane
potentials tested (�140 to �50 mV; reversal potential extrapo-
lated to �34.2 mV) and may reflect a glutamatergic component
that is entirely overwhelmed by concurrent GABAergic effects.
PFC stimulation evoked a monosynaptic spike in 3 of 39 neurons
only, and this spike occurred at the peak of this latter depolariz-
ing component. Attempts to examine the EPSP component at the
reversal potential of the IPSP were not successful because of the
small amplitude of the EPSP at this membrane potential. Thus,
mPFC stimulation typically resulted in an IPSP that precluded
spike firing and usually occluded any EPSP if present. This mPFC-
evoked inhibition was present in the vast majority of neurons
encountered, regardless of recording location within the BLA.

The mPFC-evoked IPSP is probably disynaptic, and not caused
by stimulation of an as yet unknown GABAergic projection,
because PSPs evoked from the same stimulation sites, recorded
from striatal neurons, do not reverse between �50 and �130 mV
(Fig. 3). Therefore, this IPSP is probably the result of mPFC
excitation of BLA inhibitory interneurons. This is supported by
mPFC-evoked depolarizations and bursts of action potentials at
resting membrane potentials in BLA neurons tentatively identi-
fied as interneurons (n � 3 of 3 neurons) (Fig. 4) based on the

criteria described above. Additional evidence that the mPFC-
evoked IPSP is not monosynaptic is derived from the decrease in
onset latency with increased stimulation intensity and from the
additional components of the response that are evoked in a
nonlinear manner with increasing stimulation intensity (Fig. 3).

Injections of brief hyperpolarizing current pulses (0.3–0.7 nA,
70–200 msec; n � 5) after mPFC stimulation demonstrated a
decrease in input resistance, lasting �100 msec from the onset of
the mPFC-evoked PSP (Fig. 4). The input resistance remained
significantly decreased for 120 msec compared with prestimulus
input resistance (paired t tests, p � 0.05 with Bonferroni correc-
tion; df � 4) and returned to near baseline input resistance values
by 300 msec, indicating that mPFC inputs inhibit BLA projection
neurons by the chloride-mediated hyperpolarization detailed
above as well as by a persistent attenuation of neuronal somatic
excitability. It was also noted that mPFC stimulation often re-
sulted in a period of reduced spontaneous PSPs (Fig. 4), perhaps
indicative of GABAergic shunting of dendritic events.

Stimulation of Te3 also evoked PSPs with an amplitude that
was dependent on stimulation intensity (Fig. 5). Most Te3-evoked
responses (17 of 18 responses) were recorded from neurons of the
lateral nucleus. Neurons outside of the lateral nucleus did not
display robust monosynaptic responses to Te3 stimulation. Simi-
lar to mPFC stimulation, a depolarizing potential was evoked at
resting membrane potentials. However, as became evident with
manipulations of the membrane potential, there was an initial
component that did not reverse at the chloride reversal potential
(15.2 � 1.8 mV; n � 18; reversal potential extrapolated to �16.6
mV; peak latency, 16.5 � 0.8 msec) and often resulted in action

Figure 3. Response to mPFC stimulation. A, The
PSP amplitudes evoked by mPFC stimulation are
stimulus intensity-dependent. (Voltage traces of re-
sponses to 0.1, 0.4, and 0.7 mA of stimulation are
displayed.) Intracellular voltage traces indicate that
mPFC stimulation evokes PSPs that reverse close
to the chloride reversal potential (B, arrow 2) and
sometimes PSPs that are extrapolated to reverse
near �30 mV (B, arrow 1). C, The reversal poten-
tial of the primary PSP evoked in the neuron in B,
demonstrated by the intersection of baseline mem-
brane potential (filled circles) and PSP amplitude
(open circles) in a plot of PSP amplitude as a
function of membrane potential, is �67 mV. The
grouped data (n � 39) plot of the PSP amplitude by
membrane potential (D) for the EPSPs (white cir-
cles) and the IPSPs (black circles) demonstrates
that the IPSPs reverse near the chloride reversal
potential (dashed line), whereas the EPSPs are ex-
trapolated to reverse near �20 mV (solid line). In
contrast, mPFC-evoked responses in striatal neu-
rons do not reverse near the chloride reversal po-
tential (E). Upward arrows indicate mPFC
stimulation.
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potentials at more depolarized membrane potentials, usually (11
of 18 neurons) followed by a component that reversed at �64.6
mV (n � 18; 8.2 � 1.9 mV at resting membrane potentials; peak
latency, 29.4 � 1.6 msec). Thus, Te3 stimulation typically resulted
in an EPSP that was truncated by an IPSP. Although truncated by
the IPSP, the EPSP was always of sufficient magnitude to evoke
action-potential discharge.

DAergic modulation of neuronal properties
Administration of the nonselective DA agonist apomorphine
(1.0 � 0.15 mg/kg, i.v.; n � 8) consistently increased input
resistance (mean of 29%; 7 of 7 neurons; before apomorphine,
40.7 � 2.8 M�; after apomorphine, 52.0 � 5.4 M�; p � 0.05;
paired t test t � �2.88; df � 6) (Fig. 6) and decreased the
amplitude of spontaneous membrane fluctuations (mean of
�31%; 6 of 7 neurons; SD before apomorphine, 2.87 � 0.17 mV;
SD after apomorphine, 1.99 � 0.14 mV; p � 0.05; paired t test;
t � 4.80; df � 6) (Fig. 7). No significant or consistent changes
were seen in action-potential threshold, action-potential duration
or amplitude, resting membrane potential, or firing rate (Table 1).
There was only a weak, nonsignificant, correlation between the
change in input resistance and the change in SD after apomor-
phine administration (Pearson r 2 � 0.27).

To determine whether tonic DA levels exert actions and may
occlude the actions of apomorphine, the DA antagonist haloper-
idol was administered. Haloperidol administration (0.63 � 0.06
mg/kg, i.v.) consistently increased the amplitude of membrane
fluctuations (47%; 6 of 7 neurons; before haloperidol, 1.64 � 0.34
mV; after haloperidol, 2.41 � 0.39 mV; p � 0.05; paired t test; t �
�2.57; df � 6) (Fig. 7) and increased the neuronal firing rate (5
of 7 neurons; before haloperidol, 0.10 � 0.07 Hz; after haloper-
idol, 0.19 � 0.08 Hz; p � 0.05; paired t test; t � �2.55; df � 6).
By chance, the neurons recorded while administration of halo-
peridol occurred displayed a lower level of membrane fluctua-
tions compared with other groups, as measured by their SD.
However, it is unlikely that the opposite effects of apomorphine
and haloperidol administration on SD were entirely attributable
to this difference in baseline SD, because even neurons with a
small SD (�0.9 mV) displayed a decreased SD in response to
apomorphine administration, whereas neurons with a higher
baseline SD (�3.3 mV) displayed an increase after haloperidol
administration. Changes in action-potential parameters, input
resistance, and membrane potential were not consistent or signif-
icant (Table 1). These data indicate that tonic levels of DA may
suppress spontaneous membrane fluctuations, but do not neces-
sarily exert tonic actions on membrane excitability or action-
potential parameters.

In an attempt to determine which DA receptors are responsible
for alterations in neuronal excitability and spontaneous mem-
brane fluctuations, specific DA receptor agonists were used. Ad-
ministration of the DA D2 agonist quinpirole (0.79 � 0.09 mg/kg,
i.v.) increased neuronal input resistance (39%; 6 of 7 neurons;
before quinpirole, 35.3 � 5.2 M�; after quinpirole, 49.1 � 5.6
M�; p � 0.05; paired t test; t � 2.52; df � 6) (Fig. 8) but had no
significant actions on any other measurement (Table 1). In con-
trast, administration of the DA D1 agonists SKF-38393 (0.49 �
0.15 mg/kg, i.v.; n � 3) or SKF-81296 (6.1 � 0.28 mg/kg, i.v.; n �
4) had no effect on input resistance (Fig. 9) but consistently
decreased the amplitude of spontaneous membrane fluctuations
(�23%; 7 of 7 neurons; before SKF, 3.14 � 0.80 mV; after SKF,
2.43 � 0.81 mV; p � 0.05; paired t test; t � 3.41; df � 6) (Fig. 10);
no other consistent or significant measured actions were observed
(Table 1). Thus, different DA receptor subtypes exert actions on
somatic input resistance and spontaneous PSPs.

DAergic modulation of PFC inputs
We have demonstrated previously that apomorphine suppresses
mPFC-evoked inputs to the BLA (Rosenkranz and Grace, 2001).
To determine whether this suppression is mediated by DA D1 or
DA D2 receptors, specific agonists were used. To minimize the

Figure 4. Inhibition evoked by mPFC stimulation. mPFC stimulation
evokes a depolarizing potential and spikes in interneurons (A, top) as well
as hyperpolarization in projection neurons (A, bottom). In addition to the
hyperpolarization, mPFC stimulation produces a prolonged decrease in
neuronal input resistance (B) and shunts spontaneous PSPs (C), as
reflected by the lack of spontaneous PSPs after mPFC stimulation. Up-
ward arrows indicate mPFC stimulation. *Significant difference from
baseline; p � 0.05; paired t test.
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effects of somatic membrane potential on the evoked PSP, all
comparisons were performed between PSPs measured at the
same membrane potential.

The suppressive action of apomorphine on mPFC inputs ap-
pears to be mediated by DA D1 receptors, because administration
of the DA D1 agonists SKF-38393 (0.5 � 0.01 mg/kg, i.v.; n � 3)
or SKF-81297 (6.3 � 0.7 mg/kg, i.v.; n � 3) produced a powerful
attenuation of the mPFC-evoked PSP (6 of 6 neurons; mean of
�70%; before SKF, 6.3 � 1.5 mV; after SKF, 1.9 � 0.1 mV; p �
0.05; paired t test; t � 2.8; df � 5) (Fig. 11). Administration of
quinpirole (0.8 � 0.2 mg/kg, i.v.; n � 4) enhanced the amplitude
of mPFC-evoked PSPs (Fig. 11), perhaps because of increased
somatic excitability, as demonstrated above (4 of 4 neurons;
before quinpirole, 13.3 � 3.1 mV; after quinpirole, 15.4 � 3.3
mV; p � 0.05; paired t test; t � �4.3; df � 3). To determine
whether a portion of the response to quinpirole may have been
obscured because of pre-existing tonic activation of DA D2 re-
ceptors, the specific DA D2 antagonist eticlopride was adminis-
tered (0.7 � 0.01 mg/kg, i.v.; n � 5). At resting membrane
potentials, eticlopride did not have a significant effect on the
mPFC-evoked PSP, although there was a trend toward increased
peak amplitude (before eticlopride, 5.4 � 2.1 mV; after eticlo-
pride, 8.6 � 2.4 mV; p � 0.05; paired t test; t � 1.5).

To demonstrate that other, sensory-related inputs are not sup-
pressed, but in fact enhanced, by DA receptor activation, the
effects of apomorphine on Te3 inputs were examined. Apomor-
phine administration (1.2 � 0.1 mg/kg, i.v.; n � 4) enhanced

Te3-evoked EPSPs by 25% (4 of 4 neurons; before apomorphine,
10.7 � 3.5 mV; after apomorphine, 13.3 � 4.2 mV; paired t test;
p � 0.05; df � 3).

DISCUSSION
This study illustrates potential mechanisms by which glutamater-
gic inputs from the mPFC are able to suppress BLA output, and
the means by which DA receptor activation suppresses the influ-
ence of mPFC inputs while enhancing other inputs. On the whole,
the data support the hypothesis that mPFC inputs recruit BLA
inhibitory interneurons to suppress output, and that DA receptor
activation removes mPFC-evoked inhibition and enhances asso-
ciation sensory cortical inputs via postsynaptic increases in neu-
ronal excitability. Furthermore, these data provide a mechanism
by which mPFC inputs and DA receptor activation exert such
actions.

Inhibition of BLA projection neurons by mPFC inputs
It has been demonstrated previously that the PFC exerts a role in
behavior that goes beyond sensory processing, such as temporal
organization and selection of behavior (Watanabe, 1986;
Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Sawaguchi and Yamane, 1999; Miller and
Cohen, 2001). The data presented here demonstrate a means by
which the PFC glutamatergic inputs may exert a functionally
distinct action in the BLA, when compared with other glutama-
tergic inputs related to sensory processing. Thus, the mPFC
inputs recruit inhibitory interneurons that result in a threefold

Figure 5. Excitatory response to Te3 stimulation. A,
Te3 stimulation evokes an intensity-dependent PSP.
(Voltage traces of responses to 0.1, 0.4, and 0.7 mA of
stimulation are displayed.) This PSP is composed of a
component that depolarizes at all membrane potentials
tested (B, arrow 1) and a component that appears to
reverse near the chloride reversal potential (B, arrow 2).
In this neuron, the second component reverses at �65
mV, as determined by the intersection of the membrane
potential (C, dashed line, time point 2 in B) and the IPSP
amplitude in response to hyperpolarizing pulses of cur-
rent (C, solid line, time point 1 in B). D, In grouped data
(n � 18 neurons), it can be demonstrated that the IPSPs
evoked by Te3 stimulation (black circles) reverse near
�65 mV (dashed line), whereas the evoked EPSPs (white
circles) reverse near �20 mV (solid line) in a plot of PSP
amplitude as a function of membrane potential. Upward
arrows indicate Te3 stimulation in all traces.
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inhibition: chloride-mediated hyperpolarization or clamping of
the membrane potential to the chloride reversal potential, persis-
tent decreases in input resistance, and related shunting of spon-
taneously occurring events. The contention that the mPFC-
evoked inhibition is mediated by BLA interneurons is consistent
with what is known about this system. Thus, there are few
extrinsic sources of GABAergic inputs to the BLA. Although one
such source may be from the ventral tegmental area (VTA)
(Swanson, 1982), which receives excitatory inputs from the mPFC
(Tong et al., 1996, 1998; Carr and Sesack, 2000), this disynaptic
projection to the midbrain and back to the BLA would probably
take too long to account for the short-latency inhibition observed
here. In addition, the BLA has a large number of highly collat-
eralizing inhibitory interneurons (McDonald, 1982, 1985; Mc-
Donald and Betette, 2001) that respond potently to mPFC stim-
ulation (Rosenkranz and Grace, 2001), and these intrinsic
GABAergic inputs would presumably overwhelm a much more
sparse GABAergic input from the VTA. Furthermore, we ob-
served a close temporal relationship between the latencies of the
mPFC-evoked excitation of BLA interneurons and inhibition of
BLA projection neurons.

In contrast to mPFC inputs, Te3 inputs, as well as other
sensory-related inputs such as perirhinal and entorhinal cortical
inputs (Lang and Pare, 1997), drive BLA projection neurons.
Although these inputs also excite inhibitory interneurons (Lang
and Pare, 1997), the excitation on interneurons is smaller in
magnitude than on projection neurons (Rosenkranz and Grace,
2001), and furthermore, the temporal EPSP/IPSP sequence is
such that inhibition occurs after BLA projection neurons are
given the opportunity to fire (Fig. 5). It is clear that differences
observed between mPFC- and Te3-evoked PSPs do not reflect the
effects of cortically evoked PSPs on different sets of BLA projec-

tion neurons, because our previous study (Rosenkranz and Grace,
2001) demonstrated that mPFC stimulation will also suppress
BLA neurons that receive Te3 inputs. Thus, the effects uncovered
in this study provide a mechanism by which mPFC inputs inhibit
BLA spontaneous and Te3-driven activity. This effect of mPFC
inputs is not observed in all regions, because mPFC-evoked
responses recorded from striatal neurons are excitatory.

It is important to note that the normal function of the mPFC is
likely to be more complex than a simple inhibition of behavior. By
stimulating the mPFC, we are likely to activate a large population
of fibers that probably does not reflect the typical output of this
system. In contrast, it is possible that clusters of mPFC neurons
fire together during the course of PFC-related tasks, causing a
selective inhibition to a subpopulation of BLA output neurons.
The mPFC would thereby play a role in the selection of the
appropriate affective behavior. However, in exceptional circum-
stances a large degree of mPFC–BLA axons may be activated,
resulting in suppression of all affective behavior. Similarly, the
role of the mPFC is not limited to the BLA, and afferents to
association sensory cortical areas, for example, may select what
sensory information reaches the BLA. Therefore, the interac-
tions between the mPFC and the BLA are likely to be highly
complex when considered in the context of ongoing behavior.
In addition, it is unclear what relationship other regions of
the mPFC (i.e., orbitofrontal and cingulate cortices) have with
the BLA.

Modulation of neuronal excitability and spontaneous
events by DA
Activation of DA receptors enhanced BLA neuronal excitability
and suppressed spontaneous PSPs. Initially, this would appear
paradoxical, because increases in input resistance would lead to

Figure 6. DA receptor activation enhances
neuronal excitability. Apomorphine (1.2 mg/kg,
i.v.) increases measured voltage deflections in
response to pulses of current injection (A, lef t,
before apomorphine) resulting in enhanced in-
put resistance and depolarization-evoked spike
discharge (A, right, after apomorphine). This
was reflected as an increase in input resistance
(B) (before apomorphine, solid circles, Rin � 38
M�; after apomorphine, open circles, Rin � 47
M�). C, In all neurons tested, apomorphine
administration increased neuronal input resis-
tance; *p � 0.05.
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amplification of PSP size. However, only somatic excitability is
measured with the methods used here, and the suppressive ac-
tions of DA may be limited to dendrites (Herrling and Hull, 1980;
Yang and Seamans, 1996; Hoffman and Johnston, 1999) or may
be presynaptic in nature (Hsu et al., 1995; Behr et al., 2000). In

contrast, the excitatory actions of DA are likely to be postsynaptic
effects for at least two reasons. First, some neurons displayed
delayed rectification in response to current injection. This de-
layed rectification was removed by DA receptor activation, indi-
cating that DA suppresses somatic potassium conductances. Sec-

Figure 7. DAergic effects on spontaneous PSPs. DA
receptor activation (apomorphine, 1.2 mg/kg, i.v.) sup-
presses spontaneous PSPs (A, before apomorphine, 3.1
mV, after apomorphine, 1.7 mV, measured as SD of
membrane potential), whereas DA receptor blockade
(haloperidol, 0.8 mg/kg, i.v.) enhances spontaneous
PSPs (B, before haloperidol, 1.6 mV, after haloperidol,
2.3 mV). C, Apomorphine consistently reduced spon-
taneous PSPs (six of seven neurons), whereas haloper-
idol consistently enhanced spontaneous PSPs (six of
seven neurons); *p � 0.05.

Table 1. DA receptor activation alterations of neuronal membrane properties

DRUG
Input resistance
(M�)

Membrane
fluctuation
(SD in mV)

AP threshold
(mV)

AP duration
(msec)

AP amplitude
(mV)

Membrane
potential
(mV)

Firing rate
(Hz)

Control 40.7 � 2.8 2.87 � 0.17 �54 � 4 2.0 � 0.2 61 � 2 �73.7 � 1.5 0.23 � 0.26
Apomorphine 52.0 � 5.4* 1.99 � 0.14* �57 � 5 2.1 � 0.1 60 � 1 �68.7 � 2.8 0.05 � 0.04

Control 50.0 � 6.6 1.64 � 0.34 �55 � 3 2.1 � 0.1 60 � 1 �80.0 � 1.7 0.10 � 0.07
Haloperidol 54.0 � 4.1 2.41 � 0.39* �58 � 3 2.2 � 0.2 61 � 1 �80.4 � 1.6 0.19 � 0.08*

Control 35.3 � 5.2 2.81 � 0.36 �64 � 3 2.0 � 0.2 71 � 3 �78.9 � 3.5 0.44 � 0.24
Quinpirole 49.1 � 5.6* 3.16 � 0.64 �65 � 1 2.1 � 0.3 69 � 3 �79.8 � 3.4 1.23 � 0.69a

Control 35.6 � 4.1 3.14 � 0.80 �54 � 2 2.1 � 0.2 68 � 2 �76.0 � 2.2 0.10 � 0.07
SKF-38393/81297 38.1 � 5.4 2.42 � 0.81* �55 � 4 2.1 � 0.2 66 � 3 �75.6 � 3.4 0.09 � 0.07

*p � 0.05, paired t test. Firing rate data were analyzed using Mann–Whitney U tests.
aNS, Not significant, difference largely attributable to single neuron.
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Figure 8. DA D2 receptor activation enhances neuronal
excitability. Administration of the DA D2 agonist quin-
pirole (0.6 mg/kg, i.v.) enhanced membrane deflections
in response to intracellular current injection (A, before
quinpirole, 58 M�; B, after quinpirole, 71 M�). This is
demonstrated by overlaying voltage traces in response to
1 nA of current injection before and after quinpirole (C)
showing an enhanced response after quinpirole, as well
as by a plot of input resistance (D; dashed line after
quinpirole). E, Quinpirole consistently increased neuro-
nal input resistance (six of seven neurons); *p � 0.05.

Figure 9. DA D1 receptor activation does not enhance
neuronal excitability. Administration of the DA D1
agonist SKF-81297 (6 mg/kg, i.v.) did not alter neuro-
nal responses to current injection (A, before SKF-
81297, 28 M�; B, after SKF-81297, 26 M�). Responses
to 1.0 nA of current injection (C) as well as input
resistance plots (D) overlay closely. E, Administration
of the DA D1 agonists SKF-81297 or SKF-38393 did
not have a significant effect on neuronal input
resistance.
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ond, evoked PSPs often displayed a sublinearity when examined
as a function of membrane potential. DA receptor activation
linearized this relationship, again indicative of a suppressive
action of DA on somatic voltage-dependent potassium conduc-
tances that reduce PSP amplitude. Furthermore, it has been
reported that DA reduces a slow inhibitory potential mediated by
a postsynaptic calcium-activated potassium conductance (Dano-
ber and Pape, 1998). The increases in neuronal excitability are not
the indirect result of decreased spontaneous PSPs, as demon-
strated by the data indicating that our measurement of input
resistance was not correlated with SD, and the magnitude of the
increases in input resistance after DA receptor activation was not
correlated with the magnitude of the changes in SD. Further-
more, DA D2 receptor activation enhanced input resistance with-
out significant alterations of spontaneous PSP amplitude.

The spontaneous PSPs modulated by DA receptor manipula-
tions are probably of synaptic origin. Thus, their amplitude is
dependent on the membrane potential, but no evidence was seen
for a voltage dependence of their frequency. The reversal poten-
tial of these events as a whole (approximately �25 mV) is be-
tween the reversal potential for chloride and sodium, indicating
that they may be a combination of glutamatergic and GABAergic
events. This is supported by the demonstration that a portion, but

not all, of these events reverse close to �65 mV. Furthermore, it
is expected that even if these events were entirely glutamatergic
in nature, the reversal potential would still be shifted, because the
majority of excitatory inputs are to more distally located spines.
Thus, altering somatic membrane potential by current injection is
not likely to cause an equivalent change at distal dendritic re-
gions, in contrast to the proximally located GABAergic inputs.

Differential modulation by DA receptor subtypes
The actions of DA on spontaneous PSPs, which may be presyn-
aptic or dendritic, appear to be mediated by the DA D1 receptor,
whereas alterations of somatic excitability are mediated by the
DA D2 receptor. As a consequence, DA would be expected to
suppress spontaneous or weaker signals by DA D1 activation,
while enhancing large, coordinated inputs via D2 receptor stim-
ulation. Furthermore, DA D1 receptor activation attenuates
mPFC-evoked inhibition of BLA projection neurons. Removal of
this inhibition will further enhance the response to nonattenu-
ated inputs via a postsynaptic effect of DA.

It is unclear how DA receptor activation suppresses the major-
ity of spontaneously occurring PSPs yet enhances Te3-evoked
responses. One possibility is that the majority of spontaneously
occurring PSPs are the result of mPFC inputs, suggesting that, at

Figure 10. DA D1 receptor activation but not D2 stimulation suppresses spontaneous PSPs. Administration of the DA D1 agonist SKF-81297 (6 mg/kg,
i.v.) suppresses spontaneous PSPs (A), as demonstrated by decreased fluctuation of the membrane potential in a histogram of percentage of time spent
at a given membrane potential (B, SD of membrane potential before SKF-81297, 1.8 mV; SD of membrane potential after SKF-81297, 0.6 mV).
Administration of the DA D2 agonist quinpirole (1.2 mg/kg, i.v.) did not suppress spontaneous PSPs ( C), nor did it alter the distribution of membrane
potential over time (D, SD before quinpirole, 3.4 mV; SD after quinpirole, 3.3 mV). E, Whereas administration of the DA D1 agonists attenuated
spontaneous PSPs (seven of seven neurons), the DA D2 agonist quinpirole had no significant effect; *p � 0.05.
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least in the anesthetized rat, inputs from Te3 do not appear to
provide a tonic input to this system. Alternatively, the DA D1
agonist may indirectly affect activity within Te3.

The results described above demonstrate that, and provide a
mechanism by which, mPFC inputs exert a qualitatively different
action on BLA projection neurons when compared with inputs
from Te3. Furthermore, DA D1 and D2 receptors exert actions
that would appear to counterbalance each other with respect to
effects on general excitability. However, from a functional stand-
point, DA D1 receptors suppress mPFC-evoked inhibition to
such a degree that DA D2-mediated enhancement of neuronal
excitability is negated with regard to this input. This would allow
DA D2 receptor stimulation to selectively enhance other inputs,
such as those arising from Te3.

Functional consequences
These data support our hypothesis that mPFC inputs inhibit BLA
projection neurons and thus suppress BLA-mediated behaviors by
the recruitment of inhibitory BLA interneurons. In this manner,
limbic inputs appear to exert a suppressive effect over sensory-
evoked emotional responses. In contrast, DA receptor stimulation
exerts effects in an opposite direction; this type of stimulation
enhances BLA output by (1) a presynaptic removal of mPFC-
evoked inhibition and (2) a postsynaptic enhancement of neuro-
nal excitability that amplifies sensory-related inputs, thereby am-
plifying affective responses to sensory stimuli. DA appears to
allow an animal to make a transition to a state in which affective
behavior is driven by salient sensory stimuli. Lending support to
this hypothesis is the observation that DA is released in the BLA
in the presence of affective or stressful stimuli (Coco et al., 1992;
Hori et al., 1993; Inglis and Moghaddam, 1999) and is necessary
for the production of a BLA-dependent response to these stimuli
(Lamont and Kokkinidis, 1998; Guarraci et al., 1999; Greba and

Kokkinidis, 2001; Greba et al., 2001; Guarraci et al., 2000; See et
al., 2001). Furthermore, artificial elevations of DA, such as those
that occur after amphetamine or cocaine administration, also
result in inappropriate BLA-mediated affective behaviors (Will-
ick and Kokkinidis, 1995; Harmer et al., 1997; Harmer and
Phillips, 1999a,b). Indeed, an emotional reaction to nonsalient
sensory stimuli in the absence of PFC-induced suppression could
be interpreted as a type of “paranoia,” an effect often associated
with amphetamine administration (Angrist and Gershon, 1970;
Janowsky and Risch, 1979; Hall et al., 1988).
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